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Context 

The Ville de Montréal Charter stipulates that at a regular Council meeting held in 
June, the Borough Mayor must present to the citizens the highlights of the 
Arrondissement’s financial report and, if applicable, those of the General Auditor’s 
report and those of the external auditor’s report if items relating to the Borough are 
mentioned. 
 
This report is distributed across the Saint-Laurent territory according to the 
distribution terms determined by Borough Council. 
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Introduction 

In accordance with the law, I am hereby tabling the Highlights of Saint-Laurent’s 
2021 Financial Report.  

For our administration, 2021 was marked by numerous challenges brought about 
by the COVID-19 pandemic. Despite these constraints, Saint-Laurent succeeded 
in maintaining essential services without losing sight of its main priorities with the 
adoption, for example, of a strategic plan and a climate emergency plan, all while 
responsibly managing its resources.  

2021 in achievements 

Municipal affairs and the economy  

● In March, the receipt of a certificat de francisation from the Office québécois 
de la langue française, attesting to Saint-Laurent’s compliance with Bill 101. 

● In May, the signing of a partnership agreement with the CIUSSS du Nord-de-
l'île-de-Montréal with the objective of emphasizing prevention and the 
promotion of good health. Among other things, Saint-Laurent helped to 
promote the COVID-19 vaccination campaign. 

● In September, the adoption of the 2022-2025 Strategic Plan that was 
developed with input from the community. It features 14 orientations and 
offers engaging and innovative actions and projects.  

● Also in September, the adoption of a new Council resolution asking the federal 
government to ban the sale of assault weapons and handguns in Canada and 
to stop their illegal manufacture and import into the country.  

● In October, the signing of a contract with the Centre de services scolaire 
Marguerite-Bourgeoys relating to the Jules-Poitras school and community 
hub project. 

● In November, the organization of the Forum Excellence industrielle virtuel on 
Lean 4.0 and digital continuity. 

● In the fall, the rollout of work facilitating universal access to the Bibliothèque 
du Vieux-Saint-Laurent. 
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● The receipt of two awards: an Award of Excellence from the Canadian 
Nursery Landscape Association in the Planning and Analysis category for the 
Biodiversity Corridor and the Prix Or from the Société québécoise des 
professionnels en relations publiques in the Tactique – Événement category 
for the Rendez-vous de l’écocitoyen held in October 2019. 

● Like other boroughs, Saint-Laurent participated in audits conducted by the 
Montréal’s auditor general. One related to the legal framework for companies 
receiving a subsidy of at least $100,000 and another on the availability of 
public tree data. No recommendations arose from the former, and Saint-
Laurent committed to following the recommendations stated in its 2020 report 
for the latter. 

Environment and sustainable development  

● In June, the introduction of six new electric BIXI bike sharing stations, which, 
combined with the existing conventional and electric stations on the territory, 
brings the total to 16. 

● In August, the organization of a vegetable harvest and nonperishable food 
drive in the community gardens in collaboration with VertCité and the Centre 
communautaire Bon courage. 

● In October, the adoption of the 2021-2030 Climate Emergency Plan which 
aims to engage residents, workers and the business community.  

● In October, the launch of new subsidy programs to reduce waste and improve 
resilience to climate change. 

● The installation of 45 solar panels on the Borough Hall roof. The annual 
corresponding reduction GHG is equivalent to driving 40 vehicles.  

● The rollout, at the intersection of Cavendish and Poirier boulevards, of the first 
phase of work on the Biodiversity Corridor, which will transform industrial, 
commercial and residential areas that are prone to heat islands. 

● The construction of 38 sidewalk curbs, speed bumps and raised crossings, 
among other amenities, in conjunction with the Plan direction piétonnier, 
representing a $1.65 M investment by Saint-Laurent and Montréal.  

 

 

https://www.facebook.com/CentreCommunautaireBonCourage/?__tn__=kK*F
https://www.facebook.com/CentreCommunautaireBonCourage/?__tn__=kK*F
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Recreation and social development  

● The completion of several projects at the Centre des loisirs, including the 
renovation of the agora and the revitalization of the preschool centre. A free 
program comprising some 60 cultural workshops was launched in the spring. 

● In September, the introduction of Parcours Chameran, a new common space 
connecting various neighbourhood attractions. 

● The development of two installations in the Philippe-Laheurte and Raymond-
Vidal parks, and Square Norseman, representing a $4.9 M investment.  

● The creation of 2 free Wi-Fi hubs comprising 12 spots at the Centre des loisirs 
and 5 at the Complexe sportif. 

● The presentation of an edition of the Summer Celebrations adapted to the 
health measures in place, comprising 26 organized events in the parks, 
streets and public spaces. 

● Financial support totalling $242,819 distributed among 13 agencies for 
projects responding, among other things, to the priorities identified by Saint-
Laurent in its Plan d’action intégré en développement social in relation to the 
Fonds québécois d’initiatives sociales under the Ministère du Travail, de 
l'Emploi et de la Solidarité sociale. 

● A total of $167,852 in financial support to the Comité des organismes sociaux 
de Saint-Laurent for the Revitalisations urbaines intégrées initiatives at in the 
Hodge-Place Benoit and Chameran-Lebeau neighbourhoods. 
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2021 in numbers 

Municipal affairs and the economy  

● 103,967 residents according to the Décret de population 2021 
published in the Gazette officielle du Québec 

● 68,087 persons served by the Bureau du citoyen 
● 6863 interventions by the Patrouille de sécurité urbaine  
● 1084 housing units approved by the Advisory Committee on 

Planning, nearly all of which are striving for LEED Silver 
certification 

● $4.4 M invested in the repairs of the streets, sidewalks and 
curbs, including $3.2 M by Saint-Laurent and $1.2 M by 
Montréal  

● $254.7 M in total value of construction permits awarded, 
including $122.5 M for new homes 

● 4136 places of business and 105,689 jobs, 31% of which were in 
manufacturing 

Environment and sustainable development  

● 867 trees planted on public land, including 44 under the One 
child, one tree program  

● 906 public ash trees treated against the emerald ash borer  
● 7301 tons of recyclable materials, 4819 tons of organic waste 

and 22,870 tons of trash collected in the community 
● 121,020 disposable gloves and masks recovered at municipal 

buildings  
● 60 tons of compost distributed to the public  
● 2 km of new bicycle paths 

 
Recreation and social development  
 

● 423,463 loans and renewals, 4330 new members and 6952 
participants in 452 activities at the two libraries  

● 535 spectators at online cultural events  
● 1237 spectators at live cultural events  
● 1821 visitors to the Centre d’exposition Lethbridge  
● 72,034 swimmers at the Complexe sportif and 103,034 at the 

outdoor pools  
● 47,824 outdoor tennis court reservations   
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2021 financial results  

Now let’s take a look at the key financial data for last year. Accordingly, the budget 
allocation for 2021 was $73,688,100 for expenses. This corresponded to a 
budgetary envelope of $54,605,700 allocated by Montréal plus local tax totalling 
$13,896,200, income of $4,842,000 and a surplus allocation of $344,200. 

As was the case in 2020, in 2021 the pandemic caused a loss of income of $1.8 M 
with the closure of several facilities. Nonetheless, Saint-Laurent was able to report 
a surplus of $5,158,000. This was generated primarily by savings on expenses 
due to the lockdown, by the sound management of expenses related to the 
pandemic, and the economic environment.  

The following table shows the variations between the amended original budget and 
the actual results for 2021 by activity: 

Statement of financial activities  
Fiscal year ended December 31, 2021 

 2021 ($000) 
 Original Amended  Actual  
Budgetary envelope from Montréal  54,605.7 53,600.6 53,600.6 
Local tax  13,896.2 13,896.2 13,896.2 
Income from local sources 4842.0 4842.0 3027.3 
Surplus allocation 344.2 929.3 929.3 
Total allotment and local income 73,688.1 73,268.1 71,453.4 
    
Expenses    
General administration  10,822.7 10,514.7 9964.1 
Public security  1355.1 1414.0 1407.7 
Transit  18,441.3 17,954.4 16,029.5 
Sanitation  5532.7 5573.9 5334.7 
Health and well-being 1468.0 1651.8 1530.6 
Landscaping, urban planning and development  5638.4 5816.6 5172.5 
Recreation and culture 30,429.9 30,342.7 26,664.1 
Total expenses  73,688.1 73,268.1 66,103.2 
    
Surplus of expenses over income    5350.2     
    
Central adjustments    
Various salary adjustments   (1398.2)        
Various adjustments – Other expense categories    (109.7)     
Various adjustments – Income    1315.7    

 

2021 management surplus   5158.0 
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2021-2030 10-Year Capital Expenditure Program  

Under the 2021-2030 10-Year Capital Expenditure Program, gross investments of 
$13.4 M were made in 2021.  

2021 10-Year Capital Expenditure Program  Budget 

Major renovation of Aréna Raymond-Bourque $4.6 M 

Repairs and developments in different parks and playgrounds 
including Philippe-Laheurte, Chamberland and Ronald 
Moreau, as well as the Cité Midtown area and Square 
Thérèse-Cadorette $2.8 M 

Repairs to sidewalks and residential streets  $2.8 M 

Renovation of municipal buildings $1.3 M 

Start of work to restore Maison Robert-Bélanger $0.9 M 

Installation of infrastructure in the new residential areas  $0.6 M 

Conversion of lamp posts in the parks to LED lighting  $0.4 M 

 

This completes the highlights of the 2021 financial results. Thank you for your 
attention, and we invite you to reach out to us if you have any questions.  


